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I have little left to pontificate on the subject of health care. You know it’s a mess.
I know it’s a mess. Lawmakers know it’s a mess. But they’ll never fix it — not
really — so instead we get endless “solutions” that don’t fix anything and often
create entirely new problems.

The Big Takeaway

Case in point: Private equity firms buying up hospitals, saddling them with debt,
using the proceeds to pay off wealthy investors and then selling the properties,
leaving communities to deal with the remnants. This has been a thing for at least
two decades, but it’s increased rapidly since 2012, both in spending and in
scale. Private equity investors now own nearly 400 U.S. hospitals, accounting for
roughly a third of the country’s for-profit facilities, Stateline reported.
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There’s a 33% chance that bed is privately owned.
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Supporters of private equity firms say the investments fill gaps in the health care
system, providing funding for hospitals to upgrade their equipment and
technology. But the truth is more complicated. Firms purchase controlling stakes
in companies by pooling investments from a range of sources and then offload
them years later, usually without reconciling the debt they’ve accrued. Hospitals
are often forced to slash services and lay off employees to stay solvent. Others
close permanently.

How that plays out depends largely on a state’s ability to regulate the
process. Private equity is a murky sector with complex structures and layered
transactions that can be difficult for lawmakers and auditors to decipher. Without
relevant state laws, it can be difficult for regulators to keep tabs on the industry
at all, let alone step in to prevent exploitative deals.

The differences in state regulations were clear in 2019, when Prospect Medical
Holdings, a for-profit hospital chain, sold property out from under its hospitals in
California, Connecticut and Pennsylvania to a real estate investment trust for
$1.55 billion. The trust then leased the property back to Prospect, forcing the
hospitals to rent assets they used to own. The deal saddled one Pennsylvania
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hospital with $35 million in yearly rent but allowed Prospect, then majority-owned
by private equity firm Leonard Green & Partners, to pay off loan debts. 

That’ll be $35 million.
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Within a year, the hospital chain was in financial distress. Leonard Green tried to
jettison the company by selling its majority stake but was stalled in Rhode Island
by a 1997 law requiring state approval for ownership changes. Officials ultimately
approved the sale, but only after securing $80 million in escrow to cover the
hospitals’ expenses for five years.

Lawmakers took notice. Last year alone, 24 states enacted laws related to
health system consolidation and competition. In December, the Biden
administration announced new efforts to subject mergers and acquisitions to
more scrutiny by federal agencies, and congressional lawmakers have asked
current and former hospital owners to provide detailed information about their
financial transactions as part of a bipartisan Senate investigation. It’s progress,
but none of it addresses the broken system that allows private equity firms to
swoop in in the first place, according to Connecticut state Sen. Saud Anwar, a
Democrat.
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“While we need to make sure we restrict how these financial groups come into
the health care world, we also have to make sure the alternative is functioning,”
he said.

The system is definitely not functioning in Wisconsin, where Assembly Leader
Robin Vos has refused to schedule a vote on a bill to extend Medicaid coverage
for postpartum care because he, personally, objects to the idea of handing out
“free coverage.” (Tell me you’re a Republican without telling me you’re a
Republican.) Thursday marked 127 days for Vos’ one-man blockade, which
began after the Senate approved the bill on a 32-1 vote in September, the
Wisconsin Examiner reported.

Good luck with that.
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And that’s quite long enough, according to Minority Leader Greta Neubauer.

“We are here calling on Speaker Vos to bring this bill to the floor and help
address disparities and maternal outcomes in our state,” Neubauer, a Democrat,
said during a press conference Wednesday. “Wisconsin must act so families in
my district and across the state have the opportunity to access a crucial support
system that will address the racial disparities brought to light by the Black
maternal health crisis.”
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States have been able to extend postpartum coverage since 2021 via the
American Rescue Plan, which approved the additional months in hopes of
improving maternal health and addressing racial disparities in care. (Wisconsin is
one of only four states that have not adopted the change.) About half of
pregnancy-related deaths occur in the year after giving birth, either because of
medical complications (excessive bleeding, heart conditions, infection) or mental
health conditions. Eighty percent of them are preventable, according to federal
data.

Which makes postpartum coverage literally a matter of life and death, said state
Sen. LaTonya Johnson, a Milwaukee Democrat.

“[Coverage] is necessary to combat the severe physical and mental
complications that arise beyond the initial coverage period,” she said.
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Access to care is a similar mess in Ohio, where a pair of administrative rule
proposals could restrict gender-affirming treatments for transgender adults. The
policies, announced by Republican Gov. Mike DeWine earlier this month, would
collect data on trans care and require patients with gender dysphoria who are
under the age of 21 to undergo six months of counseling before receiving
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treatment, per the Ohio Capital Journal. 

The draft policies were originally floated as compromise measures to appease
Republicans following DeWine’s veto of a bill banning gender-affirming care for
youth, which is irrelevant now that Republicans have overridden the veto. But by
that point the rules had already been drafted, and DeWine had already talked
about them, so they’re here to stay, apparently, for no real reason beyond the
sunk cost fallacy and Republicans’ general desire to make life harder for trans
people.

Under the first rule, patients with gender dysphoria would need to obtain medical
consent from a psychiatrist, an endocrinologist and a bioethicist before
proceeding with treatment. The policy would apply to adults, but only those who
begin treatment after the rule takes effect, according to Dan Tierney, a
spokesman for DeWine. And it doesn’t require patients to actually sit down with
all of those providers, he added.

“The bioethicist helps develop how each facility is going to deal with cases of
how the treatments occur at that particular facility,” he said. “At the very least,
mental health care is generally provided by the psychiatrist, not the
endocrinologist, and endocrinology is generally provided by the endocrinologist,
not by the psychiatrist.”
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Thanks for clearing that up, Dan!
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The second rule would authorize the state to collect non-identifying data on
patients with gender dysphoria, including treatment related to “gender-
reassignment surgery, gender-transition services, genital gender reassignment
surgery.” Lawmakers would have access to the aggregate data next year. This,
according to Tierney, is to establish a “common data set” that can help patients
make an “informed decision.”

“It’s all de-identified, it’s all aggregate,” he said. “There’s really no way you could
identify any patient from the data.”

Which is not particularly comforting to transgender adults. Somewhere, in
some file, there will always be a way to connect a patient to the details of their
treatment, said Terry Brown, a transgender man.

“You can assign a code,” Brown said. “But there always has to be a place where
my name goes back to the code. That is a problem.”



Finger-walking my way to some identifying details!
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Ohio Senate Democrats expressed similar concerns Tuesday in a letter to
DeWine, writing that the proposals “will make access to care so difficult that
such care is effectively banned.”

“While these rules may have been drafted with the intention of taking a more
pragmatic approach than the legislature, in reality, this proposal could make it
more difficult for trans Ohioans to receive the life-saving medical care that they
need,” they wrote. “These medical decisions should continue to be left to
parents and individuals in consultation with their health care providers.”

Ohioans have until 5 p.m. Friday to submit feedback on the proposals.

A spoonful of salt: The Long Decline: Health care access grows difficult in
Alabama’s shrinking rural communities … A look at Connecticut’s health care
priorities for the 2024 legislative session … State agency heads outline spending
plans for Georgia’s child welfare, safety-net, mental health … Illinois lawmakers
introduce bill to create state prescription drug price oversight board …
‘Momnibus’ bill to help Kentucky maternal health introduced in House … Here’s
how Maine will spend some of its opioid settlement money … Lawmakers look to
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take wide-ranging approach to reducing Maryland’s emergency room wait times
… Abortion-rights coalition launches campaign to put amendment on Missouri
ballot … Montana DPHHS announces hiring incentives for health care workers,
bonuses at certain facilities … Bill aims to keep New Mexico health councils
afloat … New Mexico Children, Youth and Families Department settles wrongful
death claim for $5.5 million in 8-year-old’s death … Judge considers ‘proper
sanctions’ against West Virginia health department over deleted foster care
emails

State of Our Democracy

President Joe Biden won’t appear on the Democratic primary ballot in New
Hampshire, but voters can still write him in. 

Which most of them already know. 

Probably.

“It’s hard to know exactly how many people know who’s going to be on the ballot
on the Democratic side,” McKenzie St. Germain, director of the New Hampshire
Campaign for Voting Rights, told the New Hampshire Bulletin. “We are thinking
through all of the scenarios on Election Day.”
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We’re not lyin’.
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Officials ran through those scenarios in a training session this month, teaching
election workers how to field write-in questions without violating a state election
law that bans “visibly displaying or audibly disseminating information that a
reasonable person would believe explicitly advocates for or against any
candidate, political party, or measure being voted.”

Generally, the policy is to answer questions … well, generally. If, for example,
a voter asks why Biden’s name isn’t on the ballot, a moderator must answer “in
generic terms,” according to Secretary of State Dave Scanlan.

“[We] say, ‘Any candidate that filled out a declaration of candidacy and met the
qualifications, they are on the ballot,’ ” Scanlan said. “If they aren’t, then they
didn’t go through that exercise.”

Same deal if someone asks how to vote for Biden, Scanlan said. 

“You can write in any candidate of your choice,” he said. “The reason we tell
them to do that is if you have election officials who are giving helpful instructions
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to a voter and using specific names and that’s overheard, it could be perceived
in an inappropriate way.”

It all sounds a little draining, to be honest, but New Hampshire election workers
weren’t fazed. Write-in campaigns aren’t new. State law isn’t, either.

“Guidance from the secretary of state’s office has always been to be careful in
talking about candidates so that the things we say cannot be viewed as ‘pro’ or
‘anti’ one party or another,” said Crystallee Newton, a moderator in Lebanon’s
Ward 2. “I hold that idea very sacred, and have gotten pretty good at redirecting
conversations that stray into the political space when at the polls.”

Just the facts, ma’am: Sweeping overhaul of Colorado elections gets initial nod
for ballot from state Title Board … Campaign finance reports have big bucks for
Indiana’s Republican gubernatorial primary candidates … Election security bill
with citizenship, credit agency data provisions moves to Indiana House floor …
Effort to move Kentucky’s statewide elections to presidential years moves
forward in legislature … Louisiana edges closer to closed party primaries …
Congressional map with Gov. Jeff Landry’s backing clears Louisiana Senate …
Maryland Gov. Wes Moore’s brisk fundraising pace continues in office, but he
also spends liberally … In 2023, Mississippi Gov. Tate Reeves limited state
business with China. Today, he’s requesting state funds for a Chinese company.
… Oakland A’s, recent recipients of $380m deal, contribute $112k to Nevada
state lawmakers … Bills with broad support among 12 killed by New Jersey Gov.
Phil Murphy with pocket veto … Oklahoma bill seeks to crack down on
deceptive artificial intelligence campaign tactics … “The most hated people in
Gunter”: How the government of this North Texas town broke apart … Judge
denies request to remove Trump from Washington presidential primary ballot

From The Newsrooms

Utah lawmakers propose a new model for opposing federal overreach: Don’t
comply
Lawmakers propose taxing dealers and manufacturers of guns, ammunition to
fund Maryland trauma system
Business community and advocates clash on Florida child labor legislation;
what’s best for the kids?
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Maine lawmakers take up first gun reform proposal after Lewiston shooting
Milwaukee PD employee’s crisis shines a light on mental health, criminal
justice system failings

One Last Thing

Pierce Brosnan pleaded not guilty this month to two charges of hiking illegally in
Yellowstone National Park — one “closure violation” in a popular area with hot
springs, and another described only as “foot travel in a thermal area.” Both
incidents occurred in November. A federal prosecutor, Brosnan’s attorney and
the National Park Service all declined to comment. 
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